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Thank you for your purchase of a spec.dock iPod/iPhone solution for your vehicle. 
2point5 highly recommends professional installation of our products and any 

associated electronics. For any clarification on your particular vehicle, please email 
info@2point5.com or call 770-414-6038 with any further questions.

spec.dock Bentley Continental GT v2 Installation 
Instructions

Begin by using a plastic panel tool to pry up on the front edge of the metal vent/grille 
at the top of the center stack. Be careful not to damage the leather dash pad.
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This panel simply clips in, and should be easily removed. Set aside.

Using on only your hands, unsnap the dash and radio bezel starting from the top and 
working your way down. Again be mindful of the leather surrounding this piece.
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Unplug any electrical connectors and set aside.

Lift the armrest, and begin unsnapping the center console trim at the storage 
compartment using only your hands. This piece should also unsnap easily.
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Work your way forward, unsnapping as you move toward the front of the vehicle.

Unplug all electrical connectors, starting with this one for the cigarette lighter.
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There are three more connectors to remove in front of the ashtray housing.

...And a few more near the shifter opening. Remove the console trim from the vehicle.
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Flip the console trim over and enlarge the hole shown above in the center of the 
ashtray housing using a step-drill bit.

The hole should only be enlarged enough to pass the spec.dock connector through.
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Route the connector from the spec.dock through the hole you just enlarged.

After cleaning the inside of the ashtray housing with a high-quality degreaser such as 
denatured alcohol, remove the backing from the pre-installed double-sided tape and 

lower the spec.dock into position, pressing firmly on the face of the spec.dock to 
ensure proper adhesion. 

You can now route the spec.dock cable to the interface or audio input you are 
utilizing. Make connections there according to the guides included with this 

equipment and test all functionality before completely reassembling the console. 
Assembly is the reverse of disassembly.


